How The Consciousness Continuum Can Lead to Opposite Outcomes

The Attitudes, Values, and Principles We Live By
Determine Whether We End Up With Either War or Peace

Start With: ____________________________
End With: ____________________________

A Pragmatic-Centered Perspective (leads to) >> Generalizations >> Stereotypes >> Bias >> Prejudice >> Oppression >> Racism >> War

(An attitude or approach based on practical or dogmatic needs or results.)

oversimplification segregation discrimination exploitation violence
bigotry antipathy conflict marginalization
categorization discord disputes cruelty powerlessness destruction
DUALITY separation gender inequality hatred cultural imperialism terrorism
difference ethnocentrism hierarchical statuses fundamentalist movements “religious” violence
discord in-groups/out-groups economic extremes territorial conquest genocide

dominant/subordinate groups secular nationalism unbridled nationalism

Start With: ____________________________
End With: ____________________________

A Principle-Centered Perspective (leads to) >> Respect >> Appreciation >> Equality >> Cooperation >> Unity >> Peace

(An inner state supported by a spiritual or moral attitude.)

integrity compassion harmony unity in diversity global justice
aspiration affinity love gender equality collective security
reverence for all life nonviolence economic equity
the value of multiculturalism racial harmony universal human rights

WHOLENESS inclusivity interfaith collaboration consciousness of world citizenship world unity
altruism philanthropy (a wider loyalty) global harmony
universal education ecological stewardship

… the oneness of humanity